Some fiberwise PL involutions on fibered 3-manifolds induce the obvious automorphism of the fundamental group. It is shown that this expected behavior of the fundamental group in turn characterizes such fiberwise involutions.
1. Introduction. Much information about a PL involution A of a compact 3-manifold A can be obtained from analysing the isomorphism hf trx(X) -* trx(X). See, for example, [13] , [5] . For particularly striking results in case itxX is centerless, see [13] . This paper characterizes certain PL involutions by Aj.
A fibering of a group G (over Z) consists of a finitely generated normal subgroup K, the fiber, and an infinite cyclic subgroup H, a cross-section, such that G = KH and K n H = 1. It is denoted by [K, H) . By a transversal element of the fibering, we mean an element not in the fiber. An involution a of G is fiberwise if for some fibering {K, H), o(K) = K and a fixes a transversal element. An involution a of G is fiberwise with invariant cross-section if for some {K, H), o(K) = K and o\H = !"• A PL involution h of a compact 3-manifold A is said to be fiberwise (or fiberwise with invariant cross-section) if there is a fibering g: A -> S ' such that each fiber is invariant under h (or each fiber is invariant under h and a subset of the fixed point set is mapped homeomorphically onto Sx under g). Fibers are assumed to be connected.
Theorem. Let h be a PL involution with fixed point set F7è0 of a closed P2-irreducible 3-manifold X. Then (a) h is fiberwise if and only if hs: 7r,(A, x0) -* vt,(A, x0) is a fiberwise involution for some fixed point x0, (b) h is a fiberwise involution with invariant cross-section if and only if h^ is a fiberwise involution with invariant cross-section oftrx(X, x0)for some fixed point x0 of h.
Corollary.
Let M be an orientable closed surface not homeomorphic to S2. Let h be a PL involution of M X 5 ' with one-dimensional fixed point set F. Then h is equivalent to a X \s> for some involution a of M if and only if under some product structure of M X S1 and (m0, s0) G F, the automorphism A$ of trx(X, (m0, s0)) = trx(M, mQ) x 77-1(5', s0) satisfies conditions ht(trx(M, m0)) = ttx(M, m0) and ht\trx(Sl, s0) is the identity.
The "only if" parts of the theorem for (a) and (b) are obvious. Proofs for the "if" parts of (a) and (b) are virtually the same. From here on we will exclusively discuss part (b). After the proof of part (b), we will indicate how to prove part (a) and the Corollary. Henceforth, we assume h9 is fiberwise with invariant cross-section and will prove that h is fiberwise with invariant cross-section. Let A, F, h, x0 be as in the theorem(b). Lemma 2.1. Let h be the involution of (A, x0) such that qh = hq. Then hT = Th.
Proof. Such h exists as ht(K) = K. Also h fixes F0 pointwise. Clearly T(F0) = F0. hT(x0) = T(x0) = Th(x0). Also since qhT = hqT = hq = qh = qTh, it follows that hT = Th. Lemma 2.2. Let F be the fixed point set of h. Then F = q~l(F).
Proof. Certainly F c q~l(F). Let x, E q~\F) and x, = q(xx). Let y be a path from x, to x0. With respect to the new base point x,, the covering projection q corresponds to K' c Wi(A, x,) obtained from K and y. It can be checked that h^(K') = K'. (In general, it does not follow that h^H' is the identity, where H' is obtained from H and y.) Hence there exists an involution h' of (X, xx) such that qh' = hq. Then hh' is a covering transformation.
If hh! = T' for some integer /', h' = hT and 1¿ = h'W = T2i. Hence /' = 0 and h' = h. Hence h fixes x,.
Lemma 2.3. Regarding A as M X R1, h is equivalent to q X lRi, where a is an involution of M.
Proof. According to the extension theorem [6] , h is equivalent to the restriction to the interior of a PL involution of M X [0, 1]. The conclusion now follows from the product theorem [4] of Kim and Tollefson and the fact that F is not compact.
Remark. Since F is a disjoint union of lines and open annuli, F is a disjoint union of simple closed curves, tori and Klein bottles. There is no 0-dimensional component of F. Also notice that even though q~l(F0) is connected, we did not show that the same is true for other components of F. Simple examples show that this is not the case in general.
Let/: À -> Y and/0: A -> F be orbit maps of Z2 actions generated by h and A, respectively. Let ß: M -» N be the orbit map of the Z2 action generated by a. Lemma 2.4 . Y is homeomorphic to N X R1 and there is a commutative diagram
vv/iere <?' « a covering projection whose group of covering transformations is generated by T', T' being induced by T.
Proof. Everything is either obvious or follows from the commutativity Th = hT. [9] implies that F cannot be irreducible. Hence F« S2 X S1 by [8] . If F is not orientable, let Y' be the orientable double covering space of Y. Since Y' must be covered by the universal covering space S2 X R1, no fake 3-cell exists in Y'. Hence the argument in the orientable case shows that Y' = S2 X Sl. Therefore, by [12] , either Y is the nonorientable 52-bundle over Sl or F« P2 X S{ according as N oe S2 or N oe P2. Observe that S is in fact homemorphic to N as N X R1 « Y « 5 X R1. A curve and a surface in general position will be said to have the intersection number ± 1 if the curve crosses the surface once algebraically. We will denote /o(^o) by F0. fiberwise. An invariant cross-section can be easily found in F0. Such cross-section represents an element xt, where x E K and / generates H. This follows from Lemma 3.2 and is crucial in the proof of the Corollary. To prove part (a), we first prove Lemma 2.1 in this case as follows. Because hx fixes a transversal element, q~1(F0) is the disjoint union of noncompact components. Choose x, E <7-1(x0) n F0, F0 being the component of q~l(F) containing x0 and x, ¥= x0. There exists a nonzero integer /' such that T'(x0) = x,. Since F0 is pointwise fixed under h, T' commutes with h. Since hTh is a covering transformation, hTh = V for some/. Then V = hTh = Tij. Since i ^ 0,/ = 1. Lemma 3.2 is not true but it is not needed. The "monomorphism" part of Lemma 3.3 is still true and all that is needed. The rest of the argument is the same.
We prove the Corollary in one direction only. Let K = ttx(M, m0) and H = 77,(5', s0). We recall that A and h are obtained from a' X 1 and M X [0, 1] by an equivariant homeomorphism <> of A/-»A/xO-»A/Xl->M.
By the above remark about the invariant cross-section and the fact H is now central, it follows that 4> is isotopic to the identity. The Corollary now follows from [1] if M sé 5 ' X 5 '. If M m S ' X 5 ', we simply check against [7] .
7. Remarks. The proof of the Theorem actually implies that the fiberwise involution one finally obtains has a fiber corresponding to the K one starts with.
In the following, we give an elementary construction which shows that the Corollary is false for any orientable closed surface of genus > 1 if we simply assume that h^tr^S1, s0) = identity. Let M be the orientable surface of genus 2 and <p be the involution of M with exactly 6 fixed points. M is pictured in Figure 1 . Figure 1 We define a map M -> 51 as follows. The upper half (the part one sees in the picture) is pictured in Figure 2 and values at various points are shown. Here 51 = {all unit complex numbers}.
Figure 2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For>> in the lower half (the side we do not see) define \p(y) = («K<p(y))) '■ The circle in the bottom of the picture goes around 51 once. Define h: M X 51 -» M X 5'by h(x, t) = (<p(x), t(x)t).
Then h is an involution equivalent to a PL involution. The fixed point set is equal to {(x, /)|ff(x) = x, \p(x) = 1, t arbitrary}. Therefore, it is the union of two disjoint simple closed curves each of which represents a generator of 77,(5'). However, h is not equivalent to the product involution, because 77,(5 ') is the center of 77,(M X 5 ') and there is no involution of M with two fixed points. The same construction works if genus > 2.
